APPLICATION TO BE SUBMITTED FOR INFORMATION UNDER
RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005

From,
JOSSY GEORGE Jr.Engg
Emp. No.50055,
POWERGRID, NARENDRA S S

To,
The Public Information Officer,
Power Grid Corporation of India Limited,
Corporate Centre, ‘Saudamini’, Plot No.2,
Sector-29, Gurugram, Haryana-122001.

(1) Full name of the applicant: JOSSY GEORGE

(2) Address: POWER GRID CORPORATION OF
INDIA LTD, 400/220KV SUB STATION,
NARENDRA, MUMMIGATTI P.O.,
DHARWAD, KARNATAKA-580011

(3) Particulars of information required: Mentioned below as Sl No.a to h

a) Is there any percentage quota available as per the DPC promotion policy for supervisors including general and reservation category, if yes please mention the percentage of vacancy with respect to external recruitment.

b) Kindly furnish the details of agency/panel (internal/external) who is preparing the questions for DPC promotion exam of supervisors.

c) Is there any minimum pass mark fixed for the selection process in DPC promotion of supervisors. If yes kindly furnish the details. If No kindly furnish the details of fixing the cut-off mark for passing general reservation category.

d) Kindly furnish the Number of vacancies for DPC promotion exam conducted on 2018 Dec for the year 2017& 2018. If not declared, furnish the reason for not publishing.

e) Kindly furnish the details of agency/panel (internal/external) which conducted the evaluation of answer sheets of DPC exam 2018.

f) Kindly furnish the details of DPC 2018 exam results of total participants based on marks scored for part A and B separately. If not available kindly furnish reason.

(g) As per POWERGRID norms is there any time period for publishing the results. If yes furnish the details. If No, Is there any delay occurred in publishing the result of DPC Exam 2018. If delay occurred kindly furnish the reason.
h) Kindly furnish the copy of my (Emp. No 60055) evaluated answer sheet written in DPC exam 2018 (including objective type) with marks scored.

(4) Particulars of initial fee of Rs. Ten Paid: Indian Postal Order Number


Place: Narendra
Date: 10-04-2019

Applicant's Signature
INDIAN POSTAL ORDER

PAYABLE AT:

POSTAGE STAMPS

POSTMASTER

10/29/19

45F  525028